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1.

On the role of economy in grammatical derivations

Much recent work within generative grammar has made use ofthe idea that grammatical derivations exhibit a certain type of economy. The intuition behind this appücation of economy is a
familiar one: that the well-formed sentences of a language are as simple as they can be (given
the demands of expressiveness), and do not involve any unnecessary lexical items or dislocations. There have been a variety of formalizations of the relevant notion of economy, with a
range of empirical consequence. Let us look at one of these, proposed by Chomsky (1995, ch.4)
to account for the contrast between the examples in (1).
(1)

a.

There seems (t tobe [a unicom in the garden]]

b.

* There seems (a unicorn tobe [t in the garden]]__

From a certain perspective, the derivations of both of these sentences are equally complex: both
involve a single instance of syntactic movement. In (la), it is there which raises from the subject
of the infinitival to the subject of seems. In (lb), a unicom undergoes raising, from within the
small clause to the subject position of the infinitival clause. Why, then, should ( l b) be blocked?
Chomsky adopts a derivational model in which phrase structure is built in a bottom-up fashion.
In such a model, the derivation of both examples in (l) will begin by constructing the following
representation:
(2)

[T tobe [a unicorn in the garden]]

Chomsky assumes that every T(ense) head (for example, to) has a feature that must be checked
during the derivation by the insertion of a DP subject in its specifier position, an instantiation
of the Extended Projection Principle (EPP). At the point in the derivation depicted in (2), then,
some element must be inserted into the specifier of TP position. Under the assumption that
merging a new lexical item into a structure is a simpler Operation that syntactic movement,
Chomsky fonnulates the following principle of derivational economy:
(3)

Prefer Merge over Move

By (3), we are forced to merge there into the specifier of the TP in (2), rather than moving a
tcnicom: When we reach the matrix clause, however, the fact that no additional lexical items
remain to merge forces us to employ the more costly move Operation. (Note that the presence
or absence of there in these examples is, for Chomsky, detennined prior to the onset of the
derivation. Further, on Chomsky's theory structures with distinct numerations are not compared
for economy. See Chomsky (1995; 1998) for further discussion.)
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2. Eliminating the need for economy with TAG
What becomes of the contrast in (1) in a TAG context? Under the assumptions of Frank (1992;
to appear) conccming elementary trees, example (la) derives from the adjoining of the seemsheaded auxiliary in (4a) to the T node of the tree in (4b ).
(4)
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What about the example in (1b), then? On analogy with the derivation of (la), we might derive
(lb) by adjoining (4a) into the initial tree in (5) at the higher 'f node.
(5)
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The ill-formedness of this example would then derive from the impossibility of elementary
trees like (5). which I take to derive from the absence in English of so-called transitive expletive
constrnctions (TECs), in which both an expletive and lexical DP appear in VP-extemal subject
positions.
(6)

a.
b.

* There a cat has eaten the mice.
* There has a cat eaten 3 mice.

This analysis makes the immediate prediction that a language that pennits TECs, and therefore
elementary structures like (5), ought to pennit examples like (lb). This prediction is confirmed
in Icelandic. As seen in (7), Icelandic permits both transitive expletive constructions and the
partia l raising construction (examples from Bobaljik and Thrainsson (1998) and Jonas (1996)).
(7)

a. pao hefur einhver köttur etio mysnar
there has some cat eaten mice-the

'A ca.t has eaten mice.'
b. pao viröast margir menn vera f herberginu
there see m many men be-inf in the room
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3. Expletives and the return of economy
lt seems then that by using TAG we are able to ex.plain the contrast motivating Chomsky's
principle of derivational economy in (3) without resort to any such principle. This constitutes
another case in which the use of TAG allows us to elim.inate otherwise needed stipulations
from the grammar. There remains a hole in this line of argument, however, as there ex.ists
an alterative derivation for the ex.ample (lb) that we have not yet ruled out. This derivation
invo!ves the combination (either by substitution or adjoining) of the elementary tree in (8a)
with the seems-headed tree in (8b).
( 8)
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Clearly, there is nothing wrang with the elementary tree in (8a), as we take this tree to participate
in the derivation of well-formed ex.amples like the following:
(9)

A unicom seems to be in the garden.

The culprit, therefore, must be the elementary tree in (8b). What then is wrong this tree?
To answer this question, we must first face the issue of what Jicenses the presence of there
within an elementary tree. For Chomsky, the insertion of there is driven by the need to check
the EPP feature ofT. which guarantees the insertion of a specifier. The proposal that T always
demands a specifier is not easily incorporable into a TAG contex.t, at least not as a constraint
on elementary trees: otherwise we would exclude trees like (4a) whose T heads lack specifiers.
Nonetheless, there are situations in which we will need to invoke some form of the EPP to
constrain elementary trees. For ex.ample, we will want to prevent the possibility of an auxiliary
tree like the following, in which the subject Bill has not raised to the specifier ofTP position:
'f
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Such an auxiliary tree, if allowed in the grammar, could adj oin into a TP infinitival elementary
tree like' (8a), just as a raising auxiliary like (4a) would. In this case, however, the result would
be anomalous:
(11)

* A unicom had Bill expected tobe in the garden
(meaning 'Bill had ex.pected a unicom tobe in the garden')

I suggest that TAG elementary trees are in fact subject to an EPP requirement along the lines
that Chomsky suggests. T hat is, I assume that elementary trees are constructed in a derivational
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lines proposed by Chomsky, but one which is restricted in the size of the
structures that it may constrnct. Every T head that occurs in such a derivation will include an
:EPP feature that can be checked on!y by a DP in its specifier position. However, while Chomsky
dssumes that all such EPP features must be checked at the conclusion ofthe derivation. I assume
that the checking of such features is subject to the following economy condition that constrains
the process of elementary tree fom1ation:
(12)

Maximal Checking Principle (MCP): Check as many features (i.e., satisfy as many
grammatical requirements) as possible within an elementary tree.

The MCP renders violable within an elementary tree domain the requirement that features that
need tobe checked, if there is no way for them tobe satisfied within an elementary tree. 1 This
means that the unchecked EPP feature in the tree in (10) is fatal since there is an element within
the e!ementary tree, the DP Bill. that could be raised to check this feature. The elementary tree
in (10) is therefore blocked by the alternative elementary tree in which the subject is raised to
specifier of TP.
Under the MCP, what becomes of the elementary tree in (4a)? One might reasonably expect that
this tree would be blocked by the tree in (8b), since the latter Jacks an unchecked EPP feature
(having been checked by the insertion of there). 2 I suggest, however, that the set of elementary
trees that are compared for the purposes of the MCP is restricted to those that are constructed
from the same set of !exical resources. or numeration in Chomsky's terms. In the TAG context.
I assume that a numeration will also include the non-projected non-terminals that become the
foot nodes of auxiliary trees and sites for substitution. Since the elementary trees in (4a) and
(8b) are derived, respectively, from the distinct pair of numerations givcn ">~lt''", the MCP does
not choose between these trees.
(13)

a. { T, seems, T }
b. { there. T. seems, TP }

This leaves us in the position of correctly allowing the tree in (4a), but incorrectly allowing (8b)
as weil. To rule out the latter tree, I assume that feature checking in elementary trees abides by
the following principle:
(14)

All or Nolhing Checking Regimen (ANCR): In an elementary tree, if some of the
features of head are checked, they must all be checked.

l assume that T possesses not only its EPP feature, but also contains agreement features that
must be checked. Thematic subjects in specifier of TP will typically check both of these features, satisfying the ANCR. Since there does not determine agreement, as seen in (15), I will
assume that its insertion into specifier of TP does not suffice to check T's agreement features.
(15)

a. There is a unicorn in the garden.
b. There are three unicorns in the garden.

11 maintain

Chomsky's original intuition that all uninlerpretnble features must eventually be checked, though
thc relcvapt point here is the conclusion of the TAG derivation. To ensure tttls, we will translate all featurcs
that rcmain unchecked within an elementary tree into constraints on adjoining. One can do this in tenns of the
unification-bascd systcm of adjoining constraints of Vijay-Shanker (1988), though alternatives are possible that
more directly link up with thc featurc checking machinery discusscd here. See Frank (to appear, ch.4) for more
discussion.
2 For the purposes of simplicity. 1 assume that expletivcs can be present in a verbally-headed elementary trec,
without inducing a violation of thc Condition of Elementary Trec Minimality (Frank, 1992; Frank, to appear).
Attematively, we can assume the presence of a DP frontier node containing featurcs that restrict substitution to
e~pletive-headed DPs.
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As a result, after insertion of there, only the EPP features of the T head in the elementary tree
in (Sb) are checked. Since there are no lexical DPs within this elementary tree that could check
the agreement features of T, as occurs with the post-copular DPs in (15), the agreement features
will necessarily remain unchecked in this elementary tree, leading to a violation of the ANCR.
An anonymous review suggests that the ill-formedness of (Sb) receives a simpler explanation
under a constraint I gave in Frank (1992) that was called, perhaps misleadingly, the Projection
Principle:
(16)

If o is a non-terminal which appears along the frontier of an elementary tree T, then
n is part of a chain whose tail is selected in T, either through theta role assignment or
predication.

Under this constraint, T cannot project past 'f in an elementary tree headed by a raising predicate
because there is no thematic role or predication relation that could be assigned to (the chain) of
an element in the specifier ofTP position. While the Jack thematic role is clear enough, it is less
clear that there is no licensing predication relation. In Frank (1992), I discussed two instances
of predication relations, the first between a modifier and the XP foot node of its elementary tree,
irrelevant to current concems, and the second between a T head and an expletive subject. This
was meant to allow for the presence of expletive it in subject position in constructions like the
following:
(17)

a. It appears that Gabriel has finally fallen asleep.
b. II a ete tire SUT la bateau
it has been fired upon the boat
'The boat was fired upon.'

To generate ( 17a), we will need an elementary of something like the following form:
(18)
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This tree is strikingly similar to the illicit one in (Sb), and differs only in the content of the
expletive. Since the projection principle in (16) imposes no restriction on the content of elements that can enter into a predication relation, and indeed there seems no principled reason
for assuming that there cannot enter in a predication relation with T, it leaves unexplained the
contrast between (Sb) and (lS).
The ANCR, in contrast, allows us to explain why the elementary tree in (lS) is well-formed. To
see how, observe first that it, unlike there, ·systematically induces third person singular agreement on ·the verb, even in the face of a clausa! conjunct that could induce plural agreement on
the verb when in subject position (McCloskey, 1992).
(19)

a. lt seems/*seem equa!ly likely at this point that the president will be reelected and
that he will be impeached.
b. That the president will be reelected and that he will be impeached seem equally
likely at this point.
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we will assume that it. unlike there is able to check T's agreement features. As a
result, Ts EPP and agreement features are both checked in the elementary tree in (18), with no
ANCR violation. 3
If the preceding discussion is correct, we must assume that dative experiencers. as occur in
raising examples like (20), are incapable of moving to subject position to check the EPP feature
ofT.
(20)

A unicom seems [to Gabriel] tobe in the garden.

If such movement were possible, the presence of a dative in a seem-headed elementary tree
would affect the potential satisfaction of T's EPP features (putting aside for the moment questions about checking of agreement features and the ANCR). And as a result, the MCP would
rule out an auxiliary tree in which this dative was not raised to specifier of TP position, effectively blocking raising past experiencer arguments as in (20). In a language in which datives
could move to subject position, checking EPP and agreement features, we would expect to find
just this pattem, where raising without experiencers is grammatical, but raising across experiences, as in (20), is impossible. In fact, this is exactly what is observed in Icelandic (SigurClsson,
1996).4 It has been convincingly demonstrated that Icelandic allows dative arguments to surface
in subject position (see. among others, Zaenen et al. (1985)).
(21)

Strakunum leiddist
the boys-dat bored-3sg
'The boys were bored.'

As seen in (22), Icelandic allows raising when the raising verb has no experiencer argument.
(22)

Margir menn viroast vera f herberginu
rnany men seem-3pl tobe in the roorn

However, when the raising verb projects an experiencer, such raising is impossible, with the
gramrnatical form having the experiencer in subject position. 5
(23)

a.
b.

4.

* Margir rnenn viröast

mer vera f herberginu
many men seem-3pl to me be-infin the room

Mer viröast rnargir rrienn vera f herberginu
to rne seem-3pl many men be-inf in the roorn

Further implications of the MCP: superiority effects

The effects of the MCP can also be observed in the context of wh-rnovernent. Let us assurne
that wh-movement is driven by a wh-feature in the C head to whose specifier movement takes
place. This rneans that in the standard TAG derivation of examples like (24), the auxiliary tree
representing the rnatrix clause will contain an C head with an unchecked wh-feature.
3Though space considerntions prevent me from demonstrnting this here, the ANCR has a number of consequences, allowing us to predict the difTering distributions of it and there, as weil as deriving Burzio' s generalization
that the pc.ssibilily of structural case assignment by a verb implies the existence of nn extcmal argument (Burzio,
1986). See Frnnk (to appear, ch.4) for details.
4
See also Boech (1999) forextensions to Romance.
5 For reasons of space, 1 omil discussion of how the matrix T's agreement features are check:·I on ·~... nP in
the lower subjcct posicion, and how the elementary tree with lhe dative experiencer subject satisfies the ANCR.
In bricf. 1 assume that T cnters into an agrecment relation with thc dative subject and also (al least oplionally)
with lhe rnising verb's TP complemenl, into which the agreement features of the embedded nominntive subject
have pcrcolnted. Evidence in favor of this view comes from the optionalily of such agreement, and the locality
conditions on such agreemcnt. See Frank (lo appear, ch.4) for cxtended discussion.
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(24)

Which song did Daniel think that Gabriel was playing?

As before. the presence of this unchecked feature, per se, is not problematic for the wellformedness ofthis elementary tree. since there is no element within this tree capable ofcheck.ing
the feature. If however such an e lementary tree included a wh-phrase capable of checking this
feature. the MCP would rnle out any elementary tree in which the C feature remains unchecked,
for exumple ( 17a), in favor of one where it is checked, as in ( l 7b).
(25)
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This leads us to predict the impossibility of long-distance extraction of a wh-element into the
specifier of CP of a clause which itself contains a wh-phrase. Such extractions are, in fact,
impossible. as shown in the following English and German examples (the latter from Heck and
Müller (2000)):
(26)

a.
b.

(27)

a.
b.

* Which song does who think that Gabriel was playing?
Who thinks that Gabriel was playing which song?

* Wen

hat wer gesagt, daß Maria liebt?
whom has who said
that Maria loves

Wer hat gesagt, daß Maria wen liebt?
who has said
that Maria whom loves

This explanation does not extend to local "superiority" cases, in v.:;;-.:. vi·.; ·::h-phrl'~P mmmr
across another within a single clause, as the MCP does not dictate which element must move
when there are two local possibilities. Consequently, all eise being equal, we would expect that
such cases tobe well-forrned, an expectation that is bome out for German: 6
~

-a..

b.

Ww. hat

WtlT getroffim?
whom has who rnet

* Which song was who playing?

As seen in (28b), however, even these local cases are ill-formed in English. This does not falsify
the MCP, but merely renders its effects untestable. One might fear that there is redundancy
between the principle responsible for the ill-formedness of (28b) and that underlying the illformedness of (26a). However, there is evidence that these are distinct. As noted originally by
Baker (1970), local superiority violations are obviated in multiple wh-questions so long as the
in-situ wh-phrase, who in the example below, is interpreted in a higher clause.
(29)

Q: Who asked which song who was playing?
A: Alice asked which song Gabriel was playing/* Alice did.

The effect of this higher interpretation is that both the matrix and subordinate occurrences of
who rnust be answered. This avoidance of superiority effects is not possible, however, when
the superio rity violation is of the long-distance sort govemed by the MCP. Thus, the following
example is not possible, regardless of the scopal interpretation of the in-situ wh-phrase wlw.
6 The Germ!Ul pattem of well-formed local superiority, and ill-formed long-distance superiority is replicated in
Serbo-Croatian (Richards. 1997. p.32).
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(30)

5.

* Who asked which song who thought that Gabriel was playing?

Conclusions

I take the range of data discussed here to provide substantial support for the rote of economy in
determining the well-formedness ofTAG elementary trees, particularly in the fonn of the MCP
and ANCR. The fact that these economy principles apply to TAG elementary trees enforces a
certain locality on the process of detemi.ining which structures are most economical. Such a
local notion of economy has in fact been proposed by a number of authors including Collins
(1997) and Chomsky ( 1999) on rather different empirical grounds. I would like to suggest
that we are seeing a convergence to the idea, familiar from work in the TAG tradition, that
syntactic structure is composed from non-recursive structural elements whose well-formedness
is independently determined.
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